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About This Game

Have you ever dreamed of causing untold millions of dollars in property damage while steamrolling everyone in your path?
Infernal Racket combines the satisfaction of arcade-style platforming with the guilty pleasure of shattering fragile glassware.

Easy to pick up and hard to put down, Infernal Racket is cathartic chaos.

Smash your way through hundreds of hand-designed levels! The more property damage you cause, the greater the reward, but
keep moving--the Spirit of Glass is tracking you down!

Key features:

Survive over 200 hand-crafted levels while breaking everything you can--fine china, priceless sculptures, ancient
gemstones, and more!

Break glass to gain experience and level up! Choose from 10 powerful upgrades, including the dreaded Murderator
(tm).

Adjustable shrapnel levels so you can fill the screen with debris and glass shards to your liking!

It's like Donkey Kong but you always have the hammer! It's like Pac-Man but you're always powered up! Get revenge on
decades of video game enemies that have killed you just by touching you.

 Unlimited Replayability! Levels are chosen randomly each time you play, but they always get more challenging the
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longer you survive!
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Title: Infernal Racket
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Game Soup LLC
Publisher:
Game Soup LLC
Release Date: 20 Oct, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 or higher

Processor: 1.5 Ghz Dual-Core

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia 660 or equivalent

Storage: 400 MB available space

Sound Card: N/A

English
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I have waited over a year for a change there has not been one. I bought this game a while back cause it seemed fun. but now I
see the truth. I was strong... and happy to play it was good times... then there was an update... all my items were made into
garbage and my Hlvl was dropped to 3. I have a worm hole level of 275. My items were made to levels that I couldn't wield. I
have 2k hp while I used to have over 145k and my damage is down to 800 a hit... not 800k 800! I can't gain exp effectively
anymore , seeing that the mobs have hp in the 40 Millions!!!!?? I went to the Report a bug page and logged in made my report
and it told me I wasnt logged in when I tried to submit it.... I opened a new page to relog in thinking maybe I timed out.. nope
says I am already logged in.. they are stone walling... do NOT give these people your money!!!!!! I don't want a refund I want
the Game I Paid for you cheating bastards. Shame on you and your "team". Just another abandoned game like the several
others.. there is nothing to do.. and no story ... Aggressive microtransactions, but even the core experience is not worth your
time. I suggest checking out Tower Unite or VRChat instead.. fun in 2d and 3d. If you can get this game on sale, then I'd
recommend it, otherwise, it's not really worth it.

As a couple of other reviews said, this game is not just a hidden object game, the hidden object component is optional.
However, the game has no replay-ability (unless you really like hidden object games). You can unlock an endless mode, but it is
specifically hidden object.

The core gameplay takes place over the course of 30 games, and in the different difficulties you can either not compete against
other (npc) "Pickers", or increasingly difficult "Pickers" in order to make the most money.
It's a fairly interesting game, and (as previously stated) the hidden object function is optional. In each location there is a hidden
object mini-game, which you can play for a free item to sell. But, though it can be played in each subsequent visit to a location
(once per day), once you've located an item on the list you it's gone, and can't be grabbed again, so each time the mini-game gets
easier. And on my second playthrough of the game, I realized that the items are always asked for in the same order each time,
and the items are always in the exact same spot, so once you've done it once, you can do it really easily again, unless you don't
have a very good memory.

When you go to a location to find things to sell, you can choose to get the items apraised (a limited number of times, for a fee),
but the value of the items doesn't change from game to game, meaning that if you take note of the value, you never actually have
to bother getting them appraised again.

In fact, the only thing that seems to change is what the "Hot Item" will be that day, and which items will sell in your store on a
given day.

TL;DR

If you can get it on sale, it's fairly worth it, you can play it through in only a few hours, but for the $3 I paid for it, that meant
that it was roughly .50 cents an hour worth of entertainment, which is about the same as going to an arcade.
It could probably be played again later, once you've forgotten the prices\/locations of everything.. While an older game it is still
a good game that once you get the hang of, it is quite addicting. The campaign itself is fun but I have to say the chinese voice
acting is atrociously bad. I don't know where you get those chinese voices from, but in comparison to the british and german
voice acting, the chinese voice acting is pile of\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 even google translation would be
better.. I DONT KNOW HOW TO FEEL ABOUT THIS GAME.
it is certainly a challenge but sometimes it is because it is bit drifty, as in the physics arent quite right. it would also be good if
the soundtrack was random songs from ncs.
appart from that the game is beautiful and it is nice to look at. also, it went from 0 to 100 real quick and all of a sudden i was
jumping over multiple sharks and had to time stuff, appart from the level before how you just had to jump over a gap and that
was it
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Really funny Emotes, This emote pack is only really for someone who has a mic or else it defeats the purpose of having the
other emotes to communicate with for non-mic players. But aside from that worth it. I so want to recommend this, but I can't
quite do it.

This game is a love letter to classic 8-bit gaming, and more specifically, the Game Boy. While the game plays most similar to
The Legend of Zelda: Link's Awakening, it also has references to Pokemon and Final Fantasy. Since the Game Boy was one of
my first gaming loves, and Link's Awakening my favorite title on the system, the game just hit me hard with its nostalgia
hammer.

The story has some very profound, and dare I say it, vaguely religious themes, at least what I played of it so far. The writing is
easily the game's strongest aspect. It's full of refernces to classic games, but it also contains a great deal of pathos and questions
about death, science vs faith, and the afterlife. The soundtrack is good as well.

But this thing has more bugs than the last two Bethesda games combined, and even compared to the games it tries to emulate, it
actually falls short technically. It plays in an extremely tiny window, and pressing the Escape button quits the game entirely
instead of pausing it. You have to be very careful when playing this game lest you run into glitches. And that's too bad, because
everything about this game shows great promise.. A pretty game, but kinda boring, and a little motion sickness inducing.
The pretty graphics do not make up for gameplay. :(

Purchase at $2 or under.. A simple game (early access); and very rogue-like for those who played rogue back in the 80's. Worth
playing.

In short - I really like it; but have only made it to the 1st boss a few times (I do not game often). It is harder at first, but if you
plan to die and test how things work, it makes later runs easier.

General discription - Pick up items, use sword and\/or wand to slay enemies. The enemies are not bright, but it works.

The real bonus to this game is the game development. On the first weekend release, players left the developers comments and
they were implimented by the end of the weekend. I have left a long list which included far fututre suggestions - these were all
implemented in 1 week. I will not hold the developer to that short of time line; but most other games when I and the community
leave comments on critial errors; they go unattended for a year+, or ignored. So thank you to the developers for listening and
responding quickly to improve the game (I.E. Caring about players, their ideass, and the gtame itself).. Sold my steam cards, and
had a couple of bucks, and have to say, this is the best $1 I have ever spent on a game xD its a good Mario clone. Nothing more
to say really.. The devs need to invest in a spell\/grammer checker and the controls need some work (could use some keyboard
shortcuts) but otherwise the game is fun.. Weeeell, I don't really recommend this game. It has aged, but not exactly gracefully.
It's not horrible either. But it just isn't really good either.

For 5\u20ac, it's too little. I bought it in the Popcap Bundle, so it was alright, I guess?

Still, for demanding 5\u20ac and then giving you relatively monotonous gameplay... it's too much money. It's just too much for
so little actually happening. That's why I wouldn't recommend buying this game.

Oh, and just for the sake of completion: You play as one of four heroes to save the Iggles, a race of furry little creatures color-
coded and caught in bubbles by some kind of evil force. Yeah. That's the sum of it. You move through a little labyrinth, collect
the Iggles, avoid the baddies, and send the Iggles home with the approrpiate home fields.

And... that's it. For 101 levels in Adventure mode. Yay.. An RPG that demands that you think before acting and adapt to the
situation, rather than spamming the same strategy over and over.
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